It once was thought that the Universe was unchanging. We now know that it is extremely dynamic with
transient events occurring on timescales from milliseconds to years.
Time Domain Astronomy is the field now dedicated to exploring this time variation in events that occur in our
local environments and all the way out to cosmological distances.
There are now three different types of astronomy – Electromagnetic,
Particle and Gravitational. Electromagnetic astronomy is classified according
to the wavelength band it observes. Particle astronomy is classified by energy
(keV, MeV, GeV, TeV). Transient events are observed in all three.

Transients can be classified
by name:

*variable star *flare star
*cataclysmic variable
*nova
*supernova
*pulsars
*supernova remnant
*active galactic nucleus

Or they may be classified
by the astronomy type and band:
*radio burst
*fast radio burst
*x-ray burst
*gamma ray burst
*cosmic-ray event
*gravitational wave event

GALACTIC
TRANSIENTS

Many transient
events occur on the
Earth and in the
atmosphere.

LOCAL
TRANSIENTS

The first gravitational wave transient
event was recorded in Sept 2015 and
was due to the merger of two black
holes ( artist impression below)

Cataclysmic Variable (left)
Supernova remnant (right)

THE
Solar transients
occur in radio,
x-rays (above)
& particles (left)

The field of Space Weather is concerned
with electromagnetic & particle transients
in the interplanetary medium because of
the effect they may have around the Earth.
There are two main types of
supernovae - type I and type II.
Type I supernovae are used as standard
candles, whereas type II supernova help
us to explore astrophysics of extreme
events.
A supernova can occur within our galaxy,
or it can be extragalactic.

First radio telescope
to detect a pulsar.

TRANSIENT

Crab
pulsar
.
PULSARS are
highly magnetic
rapidly rotating
neutron stars.
First detected in
the radio
spectrum they
also radiate at
optical and x-ray
wavelengths.

UNIVERSE
GRBs seen in space are relayed to
ground optical and radio telescopes.

COSMOLOGICAL
TRANSIENTS

Gamma Ray Bursts
are seen across the
EM spectrum

Gamma Ray Bursts (GRBs) are
some of the most energetic events
in the Universe and allow us to
explore physics at the highest
temperatures, pressures &densities.

The Zadko Telescope <zt.science.uwa.edu.au>

GRBs occur
isotropically
over the sky

